1. Edge2Image Results

Figure 1. Additional Results generated by ASLI-pSp on Places2-CustomBuildings dataset for Edges to RGB Image task

Figure 2. Additional Results generated by SLI-pSp on Places2-CustomBuildings dataset.
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Figure 3. Multi-Modal Synthesis Results on Seg2Face task
Figure 4. Additional Results generated by SLI-pSp on Seg2Face task
Figure 5. Additional Results generated by ASLI-pSp on Seg2Face task
Figure 6. Additional Results generated by SLI-pSp on Super resolution task (8x downsampling) on CelebA

Figure 7. Additional Results generated by SLI-pSp on Super resolution task (16x downsampling) on CelebA
Figure 8. Additional Results generated by ASLI-pSp on Super resolution task (8x downsampling) on CelebA

Figure 9. Additional Results generated by ASLI-pSp on Super resolution task (16x downsampling) on CelebA
Figure 10. Additional Results generated by SLI-pSp for Super-resolution task (8x downsampling) on AFHQ-Dog Dataset